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Physicians and Social Media: Untangling the Web
By Daniel F. Shay, Esq.
__.1

Introduction.

Social media is all the rage. Massive numbers of individuals are living their lives in
electronic communities, through social media. In January, 2013, Facebook alone
reported having 1.06 billion active users per month.1 Social media acts as both a pipeline
to communicate with other individuals, and a means through which virtual communities
can be built. Physicians are beginning to recognize the importance of this phenomenon
with respect to both marketing and quality improvement for the health care they provide
to patients.
For example, social media websites such as Twitter have been shown to be useful in
tracking epidemics, such as cholera outbreaks or the spread of the H1N1 virus.2 A study
from 2009 estimated that 61% of American adults look online for health information, and
that adults between the ages of 18 to 49 are more likely than older adults to participate in
social technologies relating to health.3 Social media can also be used as "the platform
for collaboration with [doctors'] patients by creating an improved healthcare delivery
system that emphasizes patient accountability, cost containment, and quality of care."4
Physicians are also recognizing the business value of social media, for patient education
and marketing.5 However, the benefits to physicians from social media come hand-inhand with risks, including malpractice exposure and privacy concerns. Physicians
engaged this way must also monitor and manage their online presence, including their
online reputations on social media sites, responding to bad reviews from patients. In
relation to all of these issues, physicians will need to develop employee policies for using
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social media, so as to minimize risks of improper HIPAA disclosures, malpractice, and
damaging the practice’s reputation.
This chapter provides an overview of forms of social media, a discussion of specific
platforms and some of their functional differences. It then turns to potential problems
that can arise for physician practices in such contexts, including privacy and
confidentiality, malpractice, and defamation concerns. Last, this chapter offers practical
suggestions and guidance for physicians engaged with social media.
__.2

Overview of Social Media.

The Merriam-Webster website defines “social media” as “Forms of electronic
communication (as web sites for social networking and microblogging) through which
users create online communities to share information, ideas, personal messages, and other
content (as videos).”6 How a social media platform functions will determine the way in
which such communities are formed and such information is shared. For physicians and
patients alike, questions of privacy or the capacity for a social media site to be rendered
private are also a serious consideration. The answers to these questions depend largely
on the tools, options, or settings available to users of a given social media site.
__.2.1 Social Media in General.
Generally speaking, social media websites share certain common features. These
typically include the ability to post images and links to other content (including web
pages, other social media pages and sites, images, and videos). In some cases, social
media sites include the ability to “embed” content in the site itself, by placing content
located on another website directly into the social media page, rather than requiring the
user to view the content by “clicking through” a link on the social media site to visit a
separate site. By way of example, a YouTube video “embedded” on a social media site
would display the actual video player on the social media site. By contrast, a mere link to
the video would require the user to click the link, which would then either take the user
from the social media site to YouTube, or would open a separate browser window to the
YouTube site.
Social media also provides users the ability to post text, although the amount of text a
user can post depends on the site. Some sites permit users to post thousands of
characters, while other sites limit users to only a handful of characters.7 The “social”
aspect of social media sites usually also allows users to connect to each other on the site.
This may require consent by users, or may permit passive “following” where a user can
simply view another’s posted content without permission, or both.
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Most social media sites also permit users to see the other users to whom a given user is
connected. It is by this “six degrees of separation” feature that social media
“communities” spread. For example, a person’s best friend from high school may have
connected with other friends who changed their names after marrying, enabling the first
user to establish connections with them. By searching the second user’s connections list,
the first user can see those connections and connect to them directly. Many sites permit
users to share a wide variety of demographic information, as well, such as their name,
birthday, employer, marital status, which schools they attended, music, movies, and
television shows they like, familial connections to other users on the site, even favorite
restaurants, foods, and beverages. This wealth of information may be viewable by only
specific people to whom the user grants permission, or by anyone casually browsing the
site, without regard to any established connection to the user.
Because different sites permit different degrees of information to be shared, and allow
information to be shared in different ways, and because different sites provide different
levels of privacy controls to their users, it is important to understand the general contours
of some of the more popular sites. Understanding how the different sites function on a
practical level can help in the crafting of effective social media policies, as well as in
maximizing the business benefits of social media use.
__.2.2 Facebook.
Facebook is, without question, one of the most popular social media sites in existence.
According to an October, 2012 Forbes article, Facebook estimates that it has 1 billion
users.8 This figure suggests that roughly half the people in the world who have internet
access use Facebook. Because it is one of the most popular sites with a multitude of
features, Facebook provides a helpful “baseline” against which to compare other social
media sites.
Facebook has most of the common features described in general. It permits users to post
videos and images, as well as to embed certain types of links (such as news stories from
websites, YouTube videos, etc.). Facebook permits users to connect with other users –
and see to whom those users are connected. It also allows users to view other users’
postings both on their own pages, and on other pages. In many ways, Facebook offers
“one-stop shopping” in comparison with other sites. The design of the site permits users
to do the bulk of things that other sites permit them to do, and more.
Facebook permits users to create two different types of accounts: “Profile” or “personal”
accounts, and “Pages” or “business” accounts. Facebook states that Profiles must be used
by named individuals only, and for non-commercial purposes. These Profiles usually
have a separate login and password tied to an email account. By contrast, Pages are run
by “administrators” who are, themselves, individual users with their own Profiles. A
Page permits the administrator to track who has followed or “liked” the Page, to see how
8
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many people have posted to the Page and to review and edit (or delete) the content of
those posts, as well as to promote the administrator's own posts. Personal Profiles lack
many of these features.
Profiles cannot be duplicates of other existing Profiles. There cannot be two “John
Smith” profiles about the same John Smith (although different John Smiths may have
their own Profiles). Thus, there can be a profile for a John Smith who happens to be a
family physician practicing in Portland, OR, a John Smith profile for a neuroopthalmologist practicing in Chicago, IL, and a John Smith profile for a professional
poker player. Profiles can also not be about fake or fictional individuals; thus someone
who is not John Smith cannot create a John Smith Profile.9 Facebook's policies on these
matters help prevent both individuals from having their identities hijacked by others.
When false Profiles are encountered, Facebook will disable them. If, on the other hand, a
user has mistakenly established a Profile for a company, such as an office manager
accidentally creating a "Cardiovascular Associates of Boise" profile, Facebook will
convert the misclassified Profile into a Page.
Each user's Profile (or administrator's Page) permits the user to share content on what is
known as their "timeline."10 The "timeline" is an ongoing record, stretching back for as
long as the user has been on the site, with all posts and events the user has chosen to
share. For example, if a user changes their status from "single" to "married," that event
will appear in the timeline. Likewise, a user's casual musing about a twinge in their
elbow will also appear on the timeline, as well as the user’s complaint about a long wait
in the doctor's office to have their elbow checked. In contrast to these more public
postings, users can also send private messages to each other. This feature functions
essentially as Facebook's own internal email system -- with the key difference being that
Facebook messages cannot be sent outside of Facebook.
Unlike Profiles, there can be multiple Pages about a business, both official and unofficial.
For example, a popular band can have an “official” Facebook Page, but other users may
start unofficial fan Pages about the band. Facebook also permits users to "check in" at
physical locations, which means the user has indicated on their own timeline that they
have visited a particular physical location. When this is done and no official page exists
for the company which includes the location, Facebook may create a page simply for the
"check in" location itself. It is this practice of "checking in" at a location that can give
rise to unofficial Pages about a medical practice, particularly when the practice has
multiple physical locations. For example, a cursory search of Facebook reveals multiple
different LabCorp Pages for various LabCorp offices. It is likely that these Pages were
created by user check-ins. Alternatively, other individuals may have created duplicate
Pages for a given company. However, Facebook allows companies to assert ownership
9
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of a Page, and will make a designated company representative the Page administrator, if
the company can prove that it is the rightful owner of the Page and the current user has no
right to administer the Page.
As of this writing, users also have a “newsfeed” and a “sidebar,” each of which will show
the activities of other users with whom they’re “friends.”11 The newsfeed on Facebook is
essentially the home page for the site. It depicts posts that the user posts, as well as posts
from the user's friends, and those Pages that the user has “liked.”12 Similarly, the sidebar
will depict additional information, such as activities by friends on other Pages or Profiles
to which the user is not connected.
Facebook also permits users to interact with content posted by others. In addition to
commenting on other users' posts, Facebook permits users to interact in two ways. First,
users can "share" posts from friends and Pages they follow. In essence, "sharing"
functions similarly to forwarding an email. The user clicks "share" on a post from
another user, and then can either post the other user's post on the first user's own timeline,
or post it to a friend's timeline. For example, a user might "share" a friend's post about
the recent birth of the friend's child, or an article about fibromyalgia treatment, or share a
comment on their own timeline from another user.
As the above may suggest, vast swaths of information can be found – and are frequently
shared – by users on Facebook. A user can post a picture to their timeline, which appears
in their friends' newsfeeds, as well as on their status bar, which those friends can
subsequently share with their friends, and so on. This necessarily has given rise to
concerns about privacy. Facebook does offer certain privacy controls for users’ Profiles
and administrators’ Pages, which can be critical for managing the privacy of information
posted to these accounts. For example, users may create separate lists of friends, and
group friends by category, such as “High School Friends,” “Family,” “Co-workers,” etc.
A user’s own posts to their Profile, as well as demographic information, can be shared
with the general public, with only friends and friends of friends, with only friends, or
with only specific friend sub-groups. Thus, a user can post the results of a medical test
they just had to “Family” only, rather than to all their friends. Users can also delete
content posted on their Profile by other people, and can delete their own posts on their
own Profiles and on other Profiles or Pages, or simply make them viewable only to the
user themself. With respect to demographic information (such as birthdate, marital
status, employer, etc.), users can restrict who can view each specific field, or can simply
elect to leave the field blank.
__.2.3 Twitter.
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Twitter and Facebook each are social media giants. However, while they share some
general similarities, like the ability to post messages and links, Twitter is very different.
The key difference is that all posts on Twitter are limited to 140 characters (including
spaces) per message. Thus, while the user can post photos and web links to longer
articles or other web pages, all such content will be reformatted into a shorter link. These
posts are known as "tweets."
Similar to Facebook's ability to "share" other users' posts, Twitter permits its users to
"retweet" messages. As with Facebook, this feature essentially functions like forwarding
an email. However, while Twitter permits a user to delete their own message, retweets of
that message will not be deleted. Thus, the original message will be preserved.
Similarly, tweets posted to a user's own timeline by other parties cannot be deleted, and a
user's own tweets can only be deleted individually; there is no mechanism for mass
deletions. These limitations of the Twitter system mean that, depending on how far the
tweet itself was shared, there may be no way to fully delete a tweet. If, for example, a
patient intake employee at a dermatology practice tweets that a celebrity just walked into
their office, and that tweet is retweeted by a follower of the employee, the employee will
not be able to completely erase the tweet itself; although the tweet on the employee's own
account may be deleted, the retweet will still exist.
Twitter users connect to each other by "following" each other, which is similar to "liking"
a Page on Facebook. It is fundamentally a passive connection, merely providing the user
who is "following" to view posts from that account. However, if the Twitter user has
opted to protect their tweets by activating Twitter's privacy features, they must approve
each request to follow their account.
With respect to privacy controls, Twitter essentially has only two settings: "protected"
and public. A protected account must approve each individual request to "follow" the
account, and only those followers who have been approved are able to see content posted
to the account, as well as limiting other aspects of communication on Twitter, discussed
below.13 As of this writing, there is no ability to create custom lists for tweets the way
there is on Facebook. This is known as "protecting" an account.
Twitter also utilizes a mechanism known as tweeting "at" another account, whereby a
user can add "@username" to a message, which will post the message to the so-named
other user's account. Thus, a user could type "@NEJM, Great article on stents!" and the
message would appear on the New England Journal of Medicine's Twitter account.14 Of
13
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note is the fact that a protected account will only see tweets directed "at" it from
approved followers, and only those approved followers will see tweets from the protected
account when directed "at" the approved follower.
Twitter also pioneered the use of "hashtags." A hashtag itself is simply a phrase with a
"#" symbol at the beginning, such as "#HealthReform." At their core, hashtags are an
indexing tool, whereby a post may be labeled with a given hashtag, so that it will appear
in collections of posts also containing that hashtag. Thus, all tweets with
"#HealthReform" (or any other hashtag) would appear in an index -- searchable on
Twitter, as well as on search engines like Google.15 The use of hashtags also allows a
user's posts to potentially become more visible, by virtue of having been part of a popular
discussion. This can be an effective tool in promoting one's comments.
The nature of Twitter, and particularly its interconnectedness and brevity, allow it to be
used as a platform to rapidly disseminate information. Because individuals can follow
almost anyone (if their profile is not protected), and because even people who are not
themselves Twitter users can see public content, information -- good, bad, accurate, or
inaccurate -- can spread incredibly quickly. The use of the hashtag and retweet functions
only serve to speed the process.
__.2.4 Other Social Media Sites.
While Facebook and Twitter are generally regarded as the two juggernauts of social
media, other outlets also exist. These include Google+ (or G+), Pinterest, Instagram, and
LinkedIn.16
Google+ was launched as a competitor to Facebook in 2011. However, despite an initial
flood of curious users, G+ failed to attain the critical mass necessary to overtake
Facebook in terms of popularity. However, in spite of internet memes such as "Nobody
uses Google+," the site is still being used, if not as much as Facebook or Twitter.
Functionally, Google+ is similar to Facebook, with user pages containing demographic
information, and allowing the posting of text, images, videos, etc. Google+ was actually
the first of the major social media networks to use the concept of customizable lists of
individuals to whom a user was connected. Google+ termed this feature "circles." Users
can drag and drop the profiles of individuals with whom they are connected, to create
custom lists, and then tag posts as being viewable only by those lists. The feature was
15
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popular and useful enough that Facebook ultimately developed its own similar feature of
customizable friend lists.
Pinterest, on the other hand, represents a far less interactive social media site. Instead, it
functions more like an online scrapbook, or a collection of website bookmarks. A user
may find a particular website or image online, and "pin" it to their account or "board"
Users can connect to each other and "re-pin” what they find on other users’ boards. With
respect to physicians, Pinterest will likely only be relevant in a few ways. First, it
demonstrates another medium by which information can be rapidly disseminated among
people. A Pinterest user could, for example, pin an article about the nutritional value of
certain foods, written by a physician at a local practice, which is then re-pinned by other
individuals who might decide to call the practice for an appointment. In this sense,
Pinterest is simply another avenue by which marketing may occur.
LinkedIn represents another platform for social media, chiefly in a networking context.
LinkedIn profiles usually include resume information, a picture or two, and some
message board functions. With respect to physician-patient relationships, it is not much
more useful than an online Yellow Pages. Unless a patient has their own LinkedIn
account, they are unlikely to see much more than basic demographic information about
the physician. However, maintaining a LinkedIn profile can be helpful for physician-tophysician contacts, and can still be useful in maintaining the physician’s own online
presence and ensuring that information about oneself is correct.
Instagram lies within the realm of less interactive, less private social media sites. The
site itself is a photo-sharing website (and smartphone application) that allows users to
take pictures with a smartphone or other device and upload them to their own account.
Users can post captions and alter pictures slightly, and add a caption to the photo itself.17
In addition, users can comment on each others’ photos and can connect to each other
without requiring approval. As a result, Instagram offers far less control over who can
see a user’s content. Users can delete pictures that they post, but cannot limit who can
view them, offering even less privacy options than Twitter. Instagram can also
automatically connect to sites such as Facebook and Twitter (as well as others). Thus a
user can post a picture on Instagram, and have it instantly populate to Facebook, Twitter,
and the other sites to which Instagram can connect. Physicians are far less likely to use
Instagram themselves for marketing and promotional purposes, but they may use
Instagram as a window through which to peek into patients’ lives. However, they should
also understand that the window is a two-way window and that if they peer into a
patient’s life, the patient can peer back into theirs. Similarly, understanding Instagram
can help physicians develop effective office policies for managing office staff to prevent
(or at least control the scope of) improper disclosures of patient information.
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__.2.5 Reputation and Review Websites.
Public review-based websites, such as Yelp and Google Pages, present an additional
hurdle for physicians and physician practices’ management of their online presences.
These websites serve as outlets for the public to rate and comment on the physician
practice. Much of what they discuss is oriented around the patient’s perception of their
own experiences. Angie Hicks, founder of the review site Angie's List, has commented
that physicians have challenged her review site's validity, claiming that patients are not
smart enough to effectively review the physician, while the American Medical
Association has cautioned that anonymous reviews of physicians online should be "taken
with a grain of salt."18 However, while physicians may find these review sites unfair
(given the potential belief in the patient’s inability to necessarily recognize the quality of
the care they receive as distinct from the quality of the experience at the practice), they
are now a fact of life.
In general, the review websites are interactive, permitting the patient (and sometimes
individuals who are not patients) to post comments and reviews of the practice, without
oversight prior to posting. There is often no way for other users of the site to know
whether the individual posting the review is actually a patient. These sites usually offer a
mechanism by which the business can challenge a user’s comments. Some sites also
permit users (including patients) to connect to each other and send messages directly to
each other.
For example, the review website Yelp permits users to add each other as friends, track
their friends’ reviews, and send messages to other users -- even ones they have not added
as friends. Users will see that their friend has added a new review or visited a new
location. Even when there is no existing entry for a given business, users of the website
are invited to create a new entry for the business, which will allow other users to then
comment on the business after them. Thus, if there is no existing entry for Smith County
Gastroenterology Associates, a user can create one themselves, write a review, and other
users will then be able to write their own reviews of Smith County Gastroenterology
Associates -- all without the business’ own oversight.
Even Medicare is climbing on the review site bandwagon, in a manner of speaking.19
While it is not a true social media outlet, nor a site where users can write reviews,
Medicare’s Physician Compare site permits users to look at physicians and physician
practices in comparison with other Medicare-participating physicians, based on
information submitted to Medicare by the physicians themselves. Physician Compare
draws its data from the Medicare online provider enrollment system (PECOS), the
18
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Physician Quality Reporting System, and eventually the Value Based Purchasing
Program.20 However, as stated above, Physician Compare does not permit patients
themselves to comment about a practice, nor does it allow physicians to alter the
information in the system.21
__.3

The Legal Issues.

Social media usage presents a potential minefield of legal issues. The nuances of social
media can increase the complexity of these matters. Because the Internet itself permits
information to be spread so rapidly, the social media context can introduce hurdles and
considerations not applicable in the offline environment. Thus, the legalities of issues
such as privacy and confidentiality, malpractice concerns, and defamation all become
trickier when filtered through the prism of the Internet. With a better understanding of
the nature of social media sites in general, as discussed above, this section examines the
legal issues that physician practices face in the social media context.
__.3.1 Privacy and Confidentiality.
Patient privacy is a constant concern for physician practices, both in terms of compliance
with state laws, and with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA) and its related regulations. Social media, however, introduces new pressures.
For example, some physicians have used social media to live-tweet surgeries.22 This
generates publicity for the institution live-tweeting the surgeries, and can create the
impression that such places are forward-thinking and technologically oriented. While it
is almost certain that the patients in these instances gave appropriate consent to the
publicization of their surgeries (such as a HIPAA-compliant authorization), physicians’
impulses to use social media as a marketing platform must be tempered with an
understanding of the risks involved with respect to maintaining appropriate patient
privacy and confidentiality. In addition to the usual issues that physician practices must
address in relation to the privacy and security of patient PHI, both the physicians’ own
use of social media outlets for publicity, and the practice staff’s personal use of social
media each require different considerations and policies.
To the extent that a physician practice maintains a social media presence on sites such as
Facebook and Twitter, the practice will need to ensure that it effectively polices its
account to eliminate, or at least minimize, improper PHI disclosures. Generally speaking,
20
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practice communications over social media networks which contain PHI are likely to be
considered “unsecured protected health information,” as that term is defined under
HIPAA.23
Since posts on social media websites lack encryption, any PHI that is improperly
disclosed within the social media context will implicate both the HIPAA Privacy Rule,
and the Breach Notification Rule.24 Given how information is broadcast and spread on
social media sites, such improper disclosures may result in serious fines.25
If, for example, a patient inquires about the results of recent diagnostic testing on the
practice’s Twitter account, there is no way the practice can reply without breaching the
Privacy Rule under HIPAA (and thereby implicating the Breach Notification Rule). The
reply itself will either be visible to the entire Internet, or to all of the users the practice
has approved to follow it under Twitter; all of this is because Twitter does not allow the
practice to limit which individual followers on Twitter can view the results. However, on
a site such as Google Plus, the practice could reply solely to the patient alone. If the
patient had given consent to be contacted using such a medium, there would be no
HIPAA violation. On a site like Facebook, the user might have simply sent a private
message to the practice, to which the practice can privately respond, again eliminating the
possibility of a wider disclosure of PHI. Even seemingly innocuous communications,
such as confirming appointment times, will likely at least constitute an improper
disclosure of PHI under HIPAA, if they are visible to anyone beyond the patient
themselves.
Similar issues arise with respect to the personal social media accounts of practice
employees and agents. Physicians and other practice employees must therefore be
trained in -- and remain vigilant about -- appropriate uses of social media and the posting
of PHI to social media sites. Interactions with patients using private accounts can still
result in an improper PHI disclosure, just as with a practice’s interactions via “official”
practice social media accounts. The scenario described above where the patient inquires
as to test results could occur on a practice employee’s personal account, just as it might
on the practice’s business account.
While it may seem hard to fathom, employees may even willfully post PHI. Consider the
example of a recent news story involving a physician posting photographs of an
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intoxicated patient in an emergency room.26 Such incidents can expose the practice to
HIPAA penalties, and can require expensive and time consuming damage control efforts,
such as determining the full scope of the disclosure, attempting to eliminate as many
outlets of the disclosure as possible, and the inevitable legal expenses for consulting with
counsel and interacting with federal and/or state authorities.
The more likely scenario, however, is that of an inadvertent disclosure of PHI over an
employee’s personal social media account. For example, multiple employees at a
practice might discuss a patient’s case over social media with each other. Even if those
employees do not use the patient’s name, depending on the patient’s condition and/or
other particulars of the case, and depending on the privacy controls offered by the
particular social media site and employed by each of the employees, the discussion itself
may constitute an improper disclosure. A discussion of a patient with a relatively
common condition, which does not reference the patient’s name, age, locale, etc., will
likely be permissible, provided that both employees are involved in the patient’s care.
By contrast, changing even just a few elements of that hypothetical can create an
improper HIPAA disclosure, such as if the patient has a unique or extremely rare
condition, or is of particularly advanced age, or the discussion includes a sufficient
number and type of patient identifiers to cause it to prevent the discussion from
effectively being “de-identified.”27 For example, consider the case of an emergency
department physician who discussed a patient’s case over social media, whose post did
not include the patient's name, but did include enough information that others in the
community could identify the patient, resulting in an improper disclosure under HIPAA
and a $500 fine by the Rhode Island Board of Medicine.28
Even something as simple as an employee posting a photograph of a gift brought by a
patient -- which happens to be sitting on top of a daily appointment sheet containing
patient names, phone numbers, and medical record numbers (an actual event on which I
was consulted) -- is an improper disclosure under the HIPAA Privacy Rule, and could
constitute a breach under the Breach Notification Rule. In each of these cases, the
physician practice will have to conduct a risk analysis for breach purposes -- including
determining the scope of the disclosure itself, how to mitigate the potential harm caused
by the disclosure, and consult with legal counsel, all of which will cost time and money.
Depending on how the disclosure itself was made and the specific sites used, the analysis
may change. A single post limited only to Facebook or Twitter, posted at odd hours
where other users are unlikely to have seen it, and which is promptly deleted, will pose
less of a risk than an Instagram photo which automatically is posted on both Facebook
26
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and Twitter, and where the photo is retweeted by other users. Other considerations will
include the number of “likes” or comments a post received before the post was deleted,
the user’s own privacy settings, the total number of social media connections (e.g., how
many “friends” the user has on Facebook, and how many “followers” the user has on
Twitter and Instagram), all will come into play in determining the scope and harm of the
disclosure, and whether it constitutes a breach. By contrast, if the photo is “retweeted”
on Twitter, and/or if the user has no privacy settings activated on Twitter (and therefore
anyone on the internet can see their account), then there is effectively no way to know
how many people saw the photo, and thus, the disclosure must be presumed to have been
a breach.
Disclosure alone is a problem, but can potentially be mitigated. The real question is
whether the disclosure rises to the level of a breach and whether the disclosure implicates
the administrative headaches imposed by the Breach Notification Rule. Determining
whether a breach has, in fact, occurred does not end merely because the disclosed
information was not encrypted. The practice must conduct a full risk assessment.
This generally requires that the practice consider four factors: (1) the nature and extent of
the PHI involved, including the type of PHI and the likelihood of re-identification; (2) the
unauthorized person(s) who used the PHI or to whom the disclosure was made; (3)
whether the PHI was actually acquired or viewed; and, (4) the extent to which the risk to
the PHI has been mitigated. Naturally, any such risk analysis depends heavily on the
facts of the disclosure incident. For example, if PHI is disclosed on Facebook, what
privacy controls does the disclosing account have in place; are posts visible only by
friends, by friends of friends, or by the general public? If the account is only visible to
friends, how many friends could have seen the post? How many likes did the post
receive? How many comments did the post receive? How visible was the PHI when
posted to Facebook? If the PHI was in a picture, could a user have seen the PHI clearly
when posted to Facebook?29 These questions will all be relevant in analyzing how far the
disclosure is likely to have spread, and whether it rises to the level of a reportable breach.
__.3.2 Malpractice Concerns.
Interaction with patients over social media networks can facilitate physician-patient
communication by offering a more convenient and faster way for patients to contact the
physician. Social media can also offer a mechanism by which physicians may rapidly
disseminate educational information to patients as well as the general public. However,
such interactions can expose physicians to malpractice risk, depending on both the nature
of their communications, and the relationships between physicians and the individuals to
whom they connect on social media sites.

29
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Within the social media context, where a physician must rely solely on the information a
patient types, the normal risks of malpractice can increase significantly if a physician
provides advice or diagnoses to patients online. With respect to such interactions, a
threshold issue in determining the risk of malpractice exposure is whether a physicianpatient relationship exists in the first place; if no such relationship can be shown to exist,
then a malpractice claim against the physician will fail. The danger with social media,
however, is that even minimal interaction can potentially establish such a relationship.
Due to the potential risks, many physicians are currently unwilling to interact with
patients directly using social media. Online interaction with a patient can lack critical
information, such as an opportunity to observe the patient's behavior, tone of voice, and
body language, not to mention a lack of first-hand observation of symptoms and the
ability to physically interact with the patient, such as through palpation or other physical
manipulation. For example, a QuantiaMD survey conducted in August, 2011 found that,
while physicians were interested in using a secure online environment for activities such
as offering patients educational resources, monitoring patient health and/or behavior, and
growing and/or maintaining their practices, over 40% of the physicians surveyed stated
that they were not interested in diagnosing or treating patients online. One physician
surveyed stated "There is no substitute, clinically, for actually seeing and examining the
patient." Another physician simply predicted that such online use would lead to
"Lawsuits, lawsuits, lawsuits."30
However, there is currently a dearth of established case law on medical malpractice
occurring on social media websites.31 This is no doubt due in part to the youth of the
medium itself, and the fact that many medical malpractice cases settle before going to
trial. However, although the cases have not directly addressed circumstances similar to
an online interaction between an individual seeking treatment and a physician, courts
have held that other minimal contacts with individuals can form the basis for the
establishment of a physician-patient relationship.
The Ohio Supreme Court has stated generally that, "The physician-patient relationship
arises out of an express or implied contract which imposes on the physician an obligation
to utilize the requisite degree of care and skill during the course of the relationship. The
relationship is a consensual one and is created when the physician performs professional
services which another persona accepts for the purpose of medical treatment."32 The
30
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Court further stated, "A physician-patient relationship, and thus a duty of care, may arise
from whatever circumstances evince the physician's consent to act for the patient's
medical benefit."33 Although the case addressed a fact pattern involving whether an
attending physician at a teaching hospital had a duty to a patient treated by a resident
whom the attending physician was contractually obligated to supervise, the Court's
language could easily be applied to the social media setting to impute a physician-patient
relationship where a physician offers diagnosis or other medical advice to an individual
with whom they otherwise have no treating relationship.
The Court of Appeals in Washington state held that "Physical contact with [a] patient is
not an absolute prerequisite," in establishing a physician-patient duty.34 The case
involved a patient who had died of diabetic ketoacidosis. The patient had been a sailor
on a fishing trawler located in the Bering Strait. When the patient became ill, the ship's
purser and designated medical officer used a ship-to-shore telephone to call physicians
working for a company that was contracted to provide ship-to-shore medical services to
the company that owned the ship. At court, the physicians argued that they had no duty
to the patient because they did not speak to, advise, or examine the patient. However, the
record showed that the physicians, acting under their contract, had provided the purser
with care instructions and advice for three days prior to the patient's death, including
recommending hydration, running an intravenous line, and putting the patient on a 24hour watch with valium administered every six hours.35
Similarly, the New York Supreme Court addressed a case in which a physician provided
a telephone consultation to an emergency room physician assistant to treat a patient who
had presented with an eye injury. The physician who received the call never personally
saw the patient, and only provided advice to the physician assistant on the phone. In
ruling on whether this telephone call could establish a physician-patient relationship, the
Court stated, "...a doctor-patient relationship can be established by a telephone
call...when such a call 'affirmatively advis[es] a prospective patient as to a course of
treatment' and it is foreseeable that the patient would rely on the advice."36 The Court
further stated that the question of whether a physician's advice offered a sufficient basis
on which to determine that a physician-patient relationship had been established is a
matter for the jury to decide.37
When such minimal contacts as a telephone interaction can create an implied contract
between patient and physician, it is easy to envision circumstances online where a
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physician establishes a physician-patient relationship with an individual who contacts
them online asking for advice or treatment recommendations. Consider a scenario where
a follower of a physician practice's Twitter account does not yet have an established
relationship with the physician, and tweets a question to the practice about particular
symptoms, such as shortness of breath and back pain. Depending on the content of the
physician's response, a physician-patient relationship could be established. If the
physician, for example, cites to a WebMD article and provides general information on the
symptoms, it is possible a jury would find that no physician-patient relationship has been
established. By contrast, if the physician responds that it could be a heart attack and
recommends taking aspirin and going to an emergency room immediately, a physicianpatient relationship may have been established.
With existing patients, the analysis will be more complex, given that the duty likely can
be shown to exist. The question then becomes a fact-specific inquiry into whether the
physician's response met the applicable standard of care, and if not, whether the failure to
adhere to such standard was a proximate cause of the patient’s harm.
__.3.3 Defamation
Whereas malpractice risks within the social media context arise from physician-patient
interactions, defamation concerns derive more from the independent actions of patients
online -- specifically, the posting of negative statements and reviews in various online
fora. A patient can just as easily complain on Facebook about a physician or physician
practice as they can on Yelp or Google Pages. This begs the question of what recourse
physicians have to respond to such complaints, particularly when they are unfounded.
If the patient has posted to the practice's own Facebook Page, for example, it is a simple
enough matter to delete the offending post. However, if the patient comments on their
own Profile, the physician has no ability to remove it (and may be wholly unaware of it).
Online review sites represent an additional wrinkle. An excellent discussion of this issue,
particularly with respect to lawsuits against the review sites themselves, appears in the
2013 edition of this Handbook, in Todd A. Rodriguez, Esq.'s chapter.38 In broad strokes,
it is extremely difficult to succeed in a lawsuit against a website such as Yelp for acts of
defamation by the site’s users. Review sites of this sort are usually protected by federal
statute, as well as common law.
Lawsuits brought against users who post reviews, rather than the review sites themselves,
on the other hand, represents a relatively new area lacking in court decisions. However,
physicians have begun to file such cases against individual reviewers. For example, in
Chicago, a plastic surgeon sued a patient over negative reviews posted by former patients
on Yelp. 39 In California, another plastic surgeon sued seeking damages and injunctive
38
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relief against at least 12 online reviewers, only a few of whom could be positively
identified, on sites including Yelp and DoctorScorecard.com.40 Most of these cases
against patients and individuals have not been successful; as of this writing, there have
been no lawsuits won on the grounds that the statements themselves were knowingly
false.
Another risk for physician practices looking to challenge bad reviews in a legal arena are
so-called "Anti-SLAPP" laws. Many jurisdictions employ protections designed to
prevent "strategic lawsuits against public participation" (or "SLAPPs"). These laws are
designed to prevent businesses from stifling public comment about them, often by
requiring that the business repay the individual they may sue for defamation, if the
business loses the case.41 In practical terms, this would mean that a physician who sues a
patient who has posted a negative online review would need to carefully consider
whether doing so is worthwhile, balancing the prospect of a lost lawsuit (and the need to
both pay for the physician's own expenses in the lawsuit and the patient's expenses)
against the actual and potential harm the patient's review may cause.
__.4

Practical Guidance

Shooting the social media rapids can prove a challenge for physician practices.
Nevertheless, social media is now a fact of life with which such practices must contend,
even if they maintain no social media presence on their own behalf. Patients and others
will still discuss the practice online, and employees will undoubtedly have and use social
media accounts, often across multiple sites. Thus, it is imperative for physician practices
to develop mechanisms to both direct employee usage of social media, and to manage
and maintain their own online presence.
__.4.1 General Guidance
The first step a physician practice should take is to establish clear and firm policies
regarding the use of social media by practice employees both on and off the job.42 For
official practice social media accounts, practices should generally limit the number of
people who can post using the account itself. This will prevent inappropriate messages
40
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from being posted in the practice's own name. The fewer people who can access the
account, the less likelihood there is of an error.
For personal usage, practice policies should limit the time employees may spend on
social media during work hours.43 However, there are limits to how a practice's policies
regarding employee social media usage may reach, particularly with respect to the
content of employees' posts. The National Labor Relations Act44 (NLRA) protects
certain employee rights, including rights to organize and engage in "concerted activities
for the purpose of...mutual aid or protection."45 The National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) has published guidance on how the NLRA applies to the degree to which
employers may control their employees' activity on social media sites.46 The NLRB has
further provided examples of how it has applied the NLRA to employer social media
policies in specific cases.47
In cases where the policies were found to be unlawful -- and termination of employees
was therefore found to be unlawful -- the activities prohibited by the employer's policy
were usually too broadly defined and could therefore include "concerted activity." For
example, an ambulance service was found to maintain an unlawful policy which
prohibited employees from making disparaging comments online when discussing the
company or the employee's superiors, coworkers, and/or competitors, because it was too
ambiguous and could include "concerted activity" such as protesting or holding a picket
sign complaining about a superior.48 This case, as well as others in the same guidance,
show that it is essential that physician practice employers who seek to control the content
-- rather than merely the timing -- of employee social media posts must tailor any such
43
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policies to explicitly permit "concerted activity" under the NLRA, or to only exclude
activity that would not otherwise be protected (e.g., impermissible HIPAA disclosures).49
Generational differences will also likely be highlighted by the use of social media, and
will need to be taken into account by physician practices, both with respect to practice
employees (and both professional and non-professional employees), and with respect to
patients themselves. Users of social media tend to be younger.50 Thus, younger people,
particularly those who have grown up with social media as a simple fact of life, are less
wary about the use of social media and are, perhaps, more comfortable with
"broadcasting" their lives. By contrast, those who grew up before the advent of social
media came of age in a world where life was simply conducted in a more private manner.
These generational differences may lead younger patients to feel "shut out" of their
physicians' lives (particularly if the physicians themselves are also younger), when the
patients are accustomed to more open access to the lives of their contemporaries.
Similarly, younger employees may not think twice about the implications of their social
media interactions or how such activities could harm their employer. At the same time,
older patients may not be as comfortable using social media, and may therefore miss
much of a physician practice's social media presence -- including marketing and
educational information. Older physicians and practice employees may be far less likely
to engage in improper use of social media sites, but may be disinclined to capitalize on
the beneficial aspects of social media.
With respect to physicians' own social media presences, some degree of management is
advisable. Several physician organizations have published policies stating that strict
separation between the physician's professional and personal life online is the ideal
approach. In other words, physicians should have two identities online: a public one, and
a private one. For example, the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) states,
"We recommend that physicians not accept patient friend requests in their
personal social networks. This not only protects the physician from exposure to
litigation but maintains the boundary needed for a professional physician-patient
relationship. Facebook, in particular, offers a way to keep this boundary intact by
the use of a business page."51
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Similarly, the American Medical Association (AMA) takes the position that physicians
should "maintain appropriate boundaries of the patient-physician relationship in
accordance with professional ethical guidelines, just as they would in any other context,"
but also states that "to maintain appropriate professional boundaries, physicians should
consider separating personal and professional content online."52
However, in an article published in the Journal of the American Medical Association in
August, 2013, doctors challenged the AMA's position, arguing that is operationally
infeasible to separate a physician's professional and private lives in a social media setting.
Moreover, the authors argued that it could be harmful to physicians to maintain two
separate online identities, and could erode trust between a patient and physician if the
physician appeared to be "hiding something" from the patient. Instead, the article
suggested that the AMA's position on social media should focus more on whether the
content posted is appropriate for a physician to post in a public space. This would require
no separation of identity, nor adoption of a new approach to behavior online (such as
maintaining two separate accounts, one for work and one for personal use).53
Other professional societies have taken a different approach as well, and the issue
continues to develop. The American College of Physicians (ACP) adopts a more flexible
approach than the AAFP and AMA. The ACP recommends that standards for physician
behavior be consistent across multiple mediums, stating:
"Physicians who use online media, such as social networks, blogs, and video sites,
should be aware of the potential to blur social and professional boundaries. They
therefore must be careful to extend standards for maintaining professional
relationships and confidentiality form the clinic to the online setting. Physicians
must remain cognizant of the privacy settings for secure messaging and recording
of patient-physician interactions, as well as online networks and media and should
maintain a professional demeanor in accounts that could be viewed by patients or
the public."54
Meanwhile, the American Osteopathic Association currently has no official policy
position on social media sites used by physicians, but indicates that it is in the process of
establishing one.55
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In practice, the choices for physicians may not be quite as stark as those advocated by the
AMA. For physicians who feel most comfortable maintaining separate personal and
public social media accounts, this may be the simplest approach. However, for
physicians who find such an approach unrealistic, it may be more appropriate for them to
adopt a different mindset when operating in the social media sphere. Relationships online
can be approached in a manner similar to how offline relationships are conducted. In this
regard, the ACP position seems the most feasible: if a physician would establish a
friendship with a patient in an offline context, the physician should feel free to "friend"
the patient in the social media context; if not, then the physician should not "friend"
them.
The online context itself may come into play as well. It may be easier to maintain a more
"public" vs. "private" distinction on a site like Facebook, where a business can establish
its own Page, while physicians keep their Profiles private. The physician would not
necessarily need to treat the Profile as a "separate identity," as if the physician were a
masked superhero. If a patient were to discover the physician's Profile or private
account, the physician could simply redirect them to their public Page. In essence, this
would be no different from the physician refusing to give out their home phone number
to a patient.
However, more public services like Twitter or Instagram present a different problem.
Since neither service distinguishes between "public" and "private" accounts, physicians
may prefer to maintain two separate accounts. If not, they should recognize the public
nature of the medium, and hew towards caution in what they post. It would likely be
counter-productive at least for a physician to counsel a patient to stop smoking, only to
post a picture of themselves smoking a cigarette on Instagram. Even on a site with robust
privacy controls, physicians should be aware of the difficulty in controlling information
once it has been posted; there is nothing to stop another user with access to the
physician's account from copying and pasting a screenshot from the physician's account
or otherwise sharing the image itself in a more public medium.
It is also helpful to understand the different functions and functionality of social media
sites, particularly with respect to privacy features. Knowing what options are available
for a user's privacy may help craft more effective social media policies. For Facebook,
Google Plus, and other sites with similar capabilities, patients who are added to a
physician or practice employee's "friends" list may be able to be segregated to a particular
list of friends with customized privacy settings, such as a "Patients" list that can only see
certain types of posts. For sites like Twitter, it may simply be easier to keep one's profile
private altogether, or to establish two accounts (or only use the practice's account for
public postings). Understanding the differences in the sites can be particularly helpful for
managing issues such as the complexity of a PHI disclosure on a Facebook account
which is linked to Instagram and Twitter accounts.
__.4.2 Avoiding HIPAA Concerns
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Information on social media sites can spread rapidly. To craft effective HIPAA policies
that can address the reality of employees use of social media sites, physician practices
must understand how information flows on the various social media sites, as well as how
the flow of such information can be restricted using privacy features. With this
information in mind, practices can develop effective policies regarding social media and
HIPAA, and engage in meaningful education of practice employees.
All practice employees -- including physicians -- should be educated on HIPAA in the
social media context. This should include repeated reminders of what actually constitutes
PHI, using examples. It is not enough to inform practice employees that names, birth
dates, and unique medical conditions all can constitute PHI; this information must be put
into the social media context.
Consider a simple photograph. Social media users frequently post photographs,
including from their own workplace. It might seem obvious in a general discussion that a
photograph of a patient would constitute PHI, but it may help to illustrate, for example,
that there is fundamentally no difference for HIPAA purposes between a picture taken of
a sleeping patient unbeknownst to them, and a picture posed with a smiling, friendly
patient. Posting either online would constitute a violation of the HIPAA Privacy Rule.
The patient’s implicit consent does not constitute an authorization to disclose their PHI.
Similarly, even seemingly innocuous photographs may contain PHI in the background,
such as documentation or visible computer screens with patient information. One
exercise that might be helpful in training would be to create a "Find the PHI" game using
photographs from within the practice itself.56
These examples can also be posted online to help illustrate how fast a disclosure of this
sort can spread and be viewed. Such an exercise can also be used to show how
interaction between employees can lead to disclosures. An exemplar photo could be
posted, followed by an example of another employee disclosing further information in the
discussion, or re-posting the photo or other information. The benefit of such exercises is
that they provide concrete, real-life examples of how disclosures can happen, rather than
an abstract general discussion of why it is a HIPAA violation to post such information
online. When employees can see in person how their actions might jeopardize the
confidentiality of patient information, they may be more likely to internalize practice
policies surrounding social media use.
__.4.3 Avoiding Malpractice Concerns
Perhaps the simplest way for physicians to avoid or at least minimize malpractice
exposure in the social media context is to simply not engage patients directly in any
clinical sense on social media networks. In other words, physicians should not respond
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directly to patient inquiries about clinical or potential clinical matters directly through
social media sites.
Consider the following real-life example from a physician who maintains an active
Twitter account and posts general wellness information. The physician was contacted by
another twitter user. The user inquired as to whether certain symptoms (discomfort and
chest pressure) were indicative of a heart attack or indigestion. The physician replied "If
movement, deep breath, swallowing makes pain worse or better, it is NOT a heart
attack."57 While other information posted to the account is general, the tweet in question
could be viewed as diagnosis and medical advice, upon which the tweeting user might
rely, possibly to their detriment. This is risky behavior for the physician.
The Doctors Company, one of the leading medical malpractice insurance companies in
the country, suggests that social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, etc. are "not
appropriate for doctor-patient communications because they are too informal and lack an
atmosphere of professionalism--making it easy to lapse into casual conversation and
inadvertently cross the boundary between personal and professional relationships."58 The
company further advises doctors not to discuss individual patients, provide medical
advice, or respond to clinical questions from patients or otherwise practice medicine on
such sites. In addition, doctors are reminded to presume that anything they say or post is
in the public domain and is likely retained in a permanent record that can be discovered
in a lawsuit.59
It may not be necessary for physicians to completely avoid social media interaction with
patients, although some caution is advisable. With established patients, physicians
should generally not respond directly to clinical inquiries, except – at most – to state
medical facts, cite respected sources of information, or otherwise offer educational
information. For example, there is likely little risk posed to the physician if a patient
posts on a physician’s Twitter account asking about which foods are most likely to trigger
migraines, the physician could cite to a WebMD entry, or a JAMA article on the subject,
or simply offer a general answer. By contrast, if the patient asks a clinical question about
their own health, such as sending a picture of a wound and saying “Does this look
infected?” the physician should avoid online diagnosis, and direct the patient to either
schedule an appointment, call an emergency department, or at least call the physician on
the phone or contact them via email or a secure patient portal.60 The goal in such an
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interaction is to avoid harm, since it could be argued that a duty has already been
established by virtue of the existing physician-patient relationship.
For individuals who have not become patients, physicians face a more difficult challenge.
One purpose of social media is to encourage such patients to come to the physician’s
practice. Accordingly, physicians have some incentive to interact with such patients.
However, physicians should take all steps necessary to avoid establishing a physicianpatient relationship with such individuals, prior to them actually visiting the office itself.
Therefore, physicians should not answer any clinical questions posed by such individuals,
or even engage in telephone consultations. Rather, they should suggest that these
individuals set up an appointment to become a patient, and remind them that they do not
provide medical treatment online or over the phone. In this scenario, the goal is to avoid
establishing a duty to the individual in the first place.
In either scenario, both physicians and those office personnel who have access to practice
social media accounts should be trained in how to respond to such inquiries, and the
office’s policies should clearly state how to communicate online with both patients and
non-patients.
__.4.4 Avoiding Reputational Harm
It should come as no surprise that bad reviews online leave physicians angry.
Understandably, they may therefore take it as a personal affront when a patient posts a
bad review of them online. A patient may not realize that, in spite of an unsatisfactory
clinical outcome, the physician performed their part to the best of their abilities and in
keeping with the standards of medical practice. In such a scenario, it will be essential
that the physician evaluate the review as dispassionately as possible. A physician should
be cautious in crafting any response to the review, if he or she chooses to respond at all.
If the site in question has a private messaging feature, the physician should consider
responding privately, using public responses only as a last resort. 61 A private response
should be acknowledge the patient’s complaint, but in a way which does not create an
admission against interest that can be used in a potential malpractice suit in the future. A
telephone call or in-person meeting with the patient may therefore be better, rather than
creating an electronic written record of the discussion. With respect to public responses,
the substance of the response should only reference the physician's standard protocols,
rather than including any kind of specifics regarding the patient's complaint; discussing
the specifics of a patient's treatment or procedure could breach the physician's duty of
confidentiality.
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If the physician responds at all, the response itself should also be courteous. A harshly
worded or vehement response denying the information contained in the review, or a
response which conveys indifference can harm the practice. A better approach is to
encourage the patient to contact the practice directly over the phone or email, to help
resolve their concerns. Such an approach will avoid potential malpractice exposure that
admitting actual wrongdoing might create, will avoid an inadvertent violations of patient
confidentiality, and will create a public appearance that the practice is willing to work
with patients who have complaints. This is essential, because responses left by the
practice on sites where patients can post reviews become part of the practice’s public
face, just as much as the practice’s own website. Thus, the practice must ensure that it
does not appear rude or dismissive of the patient’s concerns.
Instead of attempting to directly respond to -- or worse, sue for -- negative reviews, some
advocate accentuating the positive. For example, physician and social media blogger
Kevin Pho, M.D. recommends encouraging that physicians provide clear instructions to
patients on how to rate the physician positively on websites.62 Others cite to the impact
that multiple reviews may have on a physician's rating, as compared to a lone negative
review. Moreover, in some instances, patients themselves will defend the physician,
rather than the physician needing to become involved at all.63
False reviews, reviews from non-patients, or defamatory reviews provide a more difficult
case. First, the practice may not always be able to tell whether the individual who posted
is actually a patient. Website user names may not track to patient records. These can be
first-name-last-initial user names, email addresses, or wholly made-up user names like
“Scoob4938” or “HealthyGuy18.” The practice will have to carefully weigh the potential
damage that the review may cause against the cost and effort that will be required to
identify the user.64 Such a process would no doubt prove expensive, and would then only
be worthwhile if the practice thought it could both bear the cost of litigation, and recoup
its expenses from the individual. Moreover, if the state in which the physician is
considering filing a lawsuit is one with an Anti-SLAPP statute, the physician will need to
seriously consider the chance of succeeding on the merits of the case. It may, therefore,
be cheaper to ignore the problem.
Depending on the site, a better approach may be for the practice to use built-in site tools
to challenge an allegedly false review and ask that it be removed. Moreover, not every
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false review necessarily needs to be challenged. Some may be obviously fake, or so
poorly written as to be nearly illegible. These reviews are more likely to be ignored by
other potential viewers of the site. By contrast, a well-written, thought-through review
will be more likely to be taken seriously, and therefore should be taken seriously by the
reviewed physician.
__.5

Conclusion

Social media usage should be accepted as a fact of life for the foreseeable future. As
more and more individuals gain access to -- and take advantage of -- the Internet, more
will be drawn to social media sites. While much current discussion about the American
health care industry focuses on the Baby Boomers, physicians must also begin to orient
themselves towards the demographic reality that today's younger patients are the health
care consumers of tomorrow -- and today. With the passage of the Affordable Care Act,
the number of covered individuals below age 26 is estimated to have risen by
approximately 3 million between September 2010 and December 2011.65 That number
will likely only increase as more Americans obtain health care coverage through Federal
and state exchanges. As these individuals gain greater access to the health care
marketplace, they will likely seek to interact with physicians and physician practices
through social media.
Rather than balk at the prospect of maintaining a social media presence, physician
practices should embrace the potential opportunity to reach a wider audience. Moreover,
merely because a physician practice decides to forego creating social media pages for
itself, that does not mean that it can afford to ignore social media altogether; practice
employees will still likely use social media, and there is nothing to stop other individuals
from discussing (or even impersonating) the practice in the social media context.
Physician practices must therefore develop carefully designed social media policies to
control employee behavior. Such policies must be drafted narrowly enough to avoid
being found unlawful under the NLRA, but broadly enough to effectively control for
HIPAA disclosures and minimize malpractice risk.
Even physicians who choose not to establish their own social media presence must still
monitor their online reputations. Reputation management must also be considered when
creating practice social media policies. Likewise, physician practices must consider
whether and how to engage with social media users who post negative reviews or
comments. Suing for defamation, while perhaps emotionally satisfying, may prove
ultimately fruitless -- or even costly in the case of Anti-SLAPP jurisdictions -- and may
harm the practice's reputation. Alternative approaches may be preferable. In their
development of such social media policies and strategies, legal guidance is essential.
Physician practices must understand both their legal risks in the social media context, as
well as the limits they face in how they may respond.
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